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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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morodeira
MORODEIRA Galician-Asturian variant of freshness or plant that gives the strawberry . 

morogo
MOROGO Forest fruit, similar to strawberry.  Galician terms of origin .  Red spherical fruit full of toes, such as
coronavirus.

moromoros
MOROMOROS plural of MOROMORO There is a town called Moro moro in Bolivia, whose Gentile is Moromoreño.  In
Ecuador there is the parish (definition of political geography) of Moromoro, in the canton of Piñas, of the province El Oro.
 The inhabitants of Moromoro are the Moors, to distinguish them from the Bolivian Moors. 

morongazo
MORONGAZO In Guatemala and El Salvador : Very strong physical or psychological strike .

morpho touch
MORPHO TOUCH from Greek morph, shape and English Touch touch, contact.  Device that collects a person's
fingerprint and in less than 30 seconds delivers a complete tab of the person if she has registered in the database
consulted.  The system is called AFIS, by the English acronym for Automatic Fingerprint Identification System.  It has
been implemented in Buenos Aires with 4200 fugitives from justice and in the first 30 stopped at 15.  It is being used to
control the entrance to the stadiums.  Argentina intends to incorporate anyone with a criminal record. 

morronguito
MORRONGUITO diminutive of MORRÓN, the sweetest pepper

morruo
MORRUO phonetic deformation by MORRUDO, which has very thick lips. 

mortales
MORTAL PL of MORTAL that has risk of death. 

mortificaciones
PLURAL MORTIFICATION MORTIFICATIONS See MORTIFICATION

mortonguitos
MORTONGUITOS spelling error by Morronguito was a Spanish comic strip drawn by the cartoonist brothers Adriano,
Jesús and Alejandro Blasco in 1940.  They drew for 60 years, being The Hooded one of his famous strips (similar to The
Fox) Morronguito was a cat resembling Tom and Jerry, but dressed in shorts, gloves and suspense. 

mosaiquismo
MOSAIQUISMO doctrine that contemplates the fulfillment of the 10 commandments given by God to the prophet Moses,
who took the Israelites out of slavery in Egypt and took them to Canaan, the Promised Land.  It also involves respecting
the 613 mitzvot that are obligations that must be fulfilled, such as visiting the sick, helping the needy, respecting



Shabbat, putting on the tefilin (phylacteries) every day, putting the mezuzá on the portals, fasting in Iom Kippur and so
on. 

moscaretas
MOSCARETAS plural of passerine bird muscareta, muscareta culiamarilla , myiobius sulphureipygious .  It is found in
Central and South America. 

moscato
MOSCATO grapes of sweet flavor, strain of the oldest and that today is one of the most cultivated.  Muscat or Muscat
grape wine is obtained. 

moscofio
MOSCOFIO see MOSCOVIO

moscovio
MOSCOVIO synthetic element number 115 of the periodic table discovered by jinra, Institute for Nuclear Research of
Dubná, at 150 kms.  of Moscow . 

mosquito tigre
TIGER MOSQUITO Aedes albopictus Hematophagous dipteran insect that can transmit 22 types of viruses.  It is
notoriously larger than the common mosquito.  Potential carrier of viruses such as Zika, Chikungunya, yellow fever and
dengue. 

mossa
MOSSA in Chile : factory and brand of fine women's shoes

mosso
MOSSO in Spain : police of the Generalita, called Mossos d'Esquadra 2 .  Jewellery chain in Santiago, Chile

mosso mossa
MOSSO , A contraction of mosso d'Esquadra or Catalan police Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
mosso d 39 , esquadra , police

mostaza a la antigua
MUSTAZA TO THE ANTIGUA of Latin mustus, by mixing the seed with fermented wine (hence also must).  There are 3
types of mustard seed: black, white or yellow and brown.  Various varieties can be prepared: Dijon mustard, American
yellow mustard, English yellow mustard, sweet brown mustard, spicy brown mustard and old-fashioned mustard.  The
latter is prepared with whole grain that is mixed with other ingestants and then ground.  As they don't break all the seeds
it takes on a grainier and less spicy look, and it's crunchier.  Brown and black seeds are used and it is the most acidic
because it carries the most vinegar. 

mostaza antigua
OLD MUSTARD See OLD MUSTARD



mostrar irá
SHOW WILL spelling error for SHOW ANGER, show anger (for something) 

mostrar las cartas
SHOW THE CARDS Put the cards on the table, raise something with everything in sight, without hiding or storing
anything up your sleeve.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be transparent, open, removing panties

mostrario
SHOWIO Sample , sample catalog

moteada
MOTTLED with specks, stains

motitas de playa
BEACH MOTITAS spelling mistake by BEACH BOTITAS beach swim shoes Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be cowboy boots, surf boots

moto de agua
JET SKI single-seater motorized vehicles for water sports.  They have , new , values around 6000 and from 12000 to 20
. 000 high-end ones

motoambulancia
MOTOAMBULANCIA This term I described in much detail earlier, so I will briefly say that it is a service invented by an
Israeli, before the existence of the MKderno GPS, to give first aid in car accidents, attacks on people, explosions and
other accidents on public roads, on motorcycles adapted to respond to emergencies in congested citys. 

motoambulancias
MOTOAMBULANCIAS, a plural of MOTOAMBULANCIA At the age of 16, The Israeli Eli Beer managed to change
Jerusalem's emergency assistance system.  At that age, he developed the first model of ambulances by motorcycle the
ambucycle or motor ambulances driven by volunteers that, later, combined with a novel technology of geolocation (eye,
several years before Uber) that allowed to find the vehicle closest to the place where urgent assistance was needed.

motoquero
MOTOQUERO person who usually rides a motorcycle.  It is generally said of those who belong to a club or group with
which they share journeys. 

motor de búsqueda
SEARCH ENGINE computer system or set of programs that make use of intelligent algorithms to access large
databases and select objects that match or are quite close to the requested search.  The design of a search engine
should be oriented to get as many hits as possible, of the highest possible quality and in the shortest possible time.  

motorro
MOTORRO brand of carburetors



motorsport
MOTORSPORT anglicism by SPORT NUT .  It mainly refers to Formula 1, but contemplates Formula One, F1, MotoGP,
WRC, IndyCar, F2, WEC, Le Mans, etc.  in addition to everything related to the subheading of commercialization of
products related to motorsport and motorcycling. 

mousgoum
MOUSGOUM 1 .  Ethnicity living in Chad and Cameroon, also called MUSGUM.  They speak musgu.  2 .  Traditional
house-room architecture of this ethnic group that is built with mud and in the form of a warhead, very solid and resistant,
despite not having foundations. 

mover ficha
MOVE TAB risk and execute an action for a goal. 

movilizador, ra
MOVILIZATOR, mobilizing RA, which moves 2 that motivates

movilizante
MOVILIZANT that moves, which mobilizes

movimientista
MOVEMENTIST who is in favor of a movement, or of creating and participating in movements. 

movimiento angular
ANGULAR MOTION The rotational motion of an object .  It may have meant angular momentum.  Angular momentum or
kinetic momentum is a physical magnitude, rotational equivalent of linear momentum and represents the amount of
rotational motion of an object.  It is a vector quantity that characterizes the inertial properties of a field, which revolves
around a point.  It is represented by L= mvr , in which L is the amount of motion , m the mass , v the velocity and r the
radius of rotation . 

movimiento postpornográfico
PostPORNOGRAPHIC MOVEMENT current of thought arising after the appearance of pornography as a mass product. 

moving day
MOVING DAY , Textually transfer day Formally refers to the day of move in or when several make a change of address. 
In jargon it refers to anal sex.  It comes from the image that when a woman requires moving out, her partner does the
transfer of furniture and heavy things, when she might be drinking beer and watching baseball.  As compensation for the
degree of guilt, she lifts the ban and allows for regularly non-consensual sex. 

moyos de sal
MOYOS DE SAL The MOYO is an old measure for wine volumes.  It was also used for aggregates. In Castile it
amounted to 12 celemines which are 55 , 5 l but this varied from region to region.

moyunas
PLURAL female MOYUNAS of MUYUNA, swirl that forms in rivers by the presence of a rock that disturbs the free
circulation of water. 



mozoquelite chino
MOZOQUELITE CHINO pilosa bidens, in some tropical habitats is considered a harmful plant, however in others it is
edible.  Choleretic plant, antiulcerous, cosmopolitan, originating in South America was brought to China and Taiwan
where it has been used for centuries. 

mt
Mt non-standard metro abbreviation, which is actually m.

mts
MTS abbreviation of meters , unit of measurement of the international metric system ( SI ) .

muay thai
MUAY THAI Thai boxing, the most extreme and dangerous contact sport, which is why it is banned in many countries of
the world. 

muchachas
GIRLS f .  and pl .  by MUCHACHOL

muchachela
MUCHACHELA The term is MUCHACHUELA

muchas culturas
MANY CULTURES Different Civilizations

muchísimos
MANY pluralS OF MUCH , increasing of MUCH , in excess, in too much, more than normal.

mucho ojo que la vista engaña
( MUCH )  EYE , THAT VIEW DECEIVEs Proverb indicating that we should be cautious, that not everything is as seen
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be eye to the eye, that the view deceives

mucosa vaginal eutrofica
MUCISA VAGINAL EUTROPHIC SPELLING ERROR BY EUTROPHIC VAGINAL MUCOSA

mucosa vaginal eutrófica
EUTROPHIC VAGINAL MUCOSA epithelium of the vagina in good nutritional condition.  This condition contributes to
giving birth to a healthy baby. 

mudéjar
MUDÉJAR architectural style, typical of the thirteenth to sixteenth century in Spain, in which it has a Christian base with
attachments of Muslim origin. 

mudéjares



Mudejar's plural MUDJARES

muelamenta
MUELAMENTA 1 .  Entrepreneurship of Spanish women, who are dedicated to making unique pieces of crafts and also
to other crafts.  2 .  Denture 3.  Instagram Hashtag 4 .  Dental hygiene equipment.

muerte colectiva
COLLECTIVE DEATH 1 .  Mass-perpetuated suicide, as happened in Guyana, where 917 people committed suicide
with cyanide under the instructions of the founder of the People's Temple sect, James "Jim" Jones.  84 were saved.   2 . 
Type of insurance for all employees of a company.  3 Surely all designated relatives are beneficiaries in the event of a
serious simstro or death of the insured person. 

muerte negra
BLACK DEATH Name given to the plague that ravaged Eurasia between 1347 and 1353, where a third of the European
population died.  It was attributed divine cause and the Church said it was provoked by the Jews, which initiated
persecution with pogroms and murders that lasted until the SXX.  In the 19th century alone it was discovered to be
caused by bacillus zoonosis that fleas and rare ones transmitted to humans.

muertos
DEAD pl . of DEAD , deceased , which has ceased to exist , which has no life .  2 .  It has no movement: the
negotiations reached an impasse. 3 .  In the game of bridge: cards of the carder's partner, which, once the opponent
makes the initial exit, are tended on the table to be administered by the carder.  4 .  In the above case, also the person
who has laid out his letters. 

muestrario
SAMPLE Folder with sketches and drawings, with which a cartoonist, designer, dressmaker is presented to a job.  2 . 
Book , or book of a model with photographs from previous modeling works.

mujardón
MUJARDÓN Calocybe gambosa, spring mushroom, as its name implies, is typical of this season, although sometimes it
also occurs in the autumn, when it is temperate and humid

mujer pública
PUBLIC WOMAN woman who sells her body for the pleasure of others

mujer-madre
WOMAN-MOTHER expression to highlight both conditions in the same person, equivalent to woman and mother

mujerear
WOMANEAR in Chile : walk a man with a woman to intimate with her and then do the same with another and another,
with no greater interest in stabilizing. 

mujeres
Women plural of WOMAN[/E[ the best of this world.  The proof, too, that not even God is perfect.  But it's a good try. 



muk
MUK artificial pokemon of the first generation of poison type.

muke
MUKE 1.  Contraction of the names of Michael Clifford and Luke Hemmings.  Argentine athlete Gustavo "Muke" Benitez,
born in 1999

multiacierto
MULTIACIERTO hit in many ways

multianclaje
MULTI-ANCHORING MULTIPLE, MULTI-POINT RECESSING . 

multiartista
MULTIARTISTA person who has various artistic facets such as painter, sculptor, cartoonist, pianist and actor. 

multicampena
MULTICAMPENA spelling error by multicampeona , f .  of MULTICAMPEÓN

multicampeón
MULTICAMPEON who has been champion at least twice. 

multicampona
MULTICAMPONA spelling error by MULTICAMPEON , A

multicanalidad
MULTICHANNEL quality of concern and attention of a brand, supplier or commercial company focused on the different
means of arrival to the consumer, be it magazines, internet, television, cell phones, radio, news, marketing events and
others.  It differs from OMNICANALITY, in that the focus is focused on the buyer or user and not on the channels. 

multicontuso
MULTICONTUSO person who has had a fight, assault or accident and has been left with multiple minor injuries, but
without fractures or injuries of importance. 

multicromía
POLYCHROMIA MULTICHROMIA, offset printing based on MCYK process (magenta, cyan, yellow and black) or RGB
trichromy (red, green, black) plus special flat, phosphorescent, metallic and other colors not possible to generate with
the processromia

multiculturidad
MULTICULTURALITY Multicultural quality comprising or encompassing several cultures.

multiculturizado



MULTICULTURIZED cultures are freely expressed in the same medium, be it country, region, city. 

multidisco
MULTIDISCO term typical of clutch systems, based on replacing the normal disc with several discs with external sning
that engage with the crankshaft, while other intermediates have internal sning that engages with transmission. 

multidispositivo
MULTI-DEVICE element that has multiple uses. 

multidivisa
MULTICURRENCY that there are several official currencies (in the economy of a country), at least one of them foreign. 
By definition it is called local currency to the one generated by the country itself, and currency to the currency of a
foreign country.  Panama, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico and many others have the dollar as their official currency. 

multieje
MULTIEJE (vehicle) that has more than two axles. 

multiestrellada
MULTIESTRELLADA that has a multitude of stars. 

multiestrellado
MULTIESTRELLADO that is made up of multiple stars or contains multiple stars

multifacética
MULTIFACETED that has multiple faces or aspects

multiformato
MULTIFORMAT (production of a video, audio or other recording) for different reading, streaming or viewing platforms. 
Given the different television standards adopted by countries, videos and films must be recorded in multi-format mode,
i.e. a version for each existing standard on the market. 

multifuncional
MULTIFUNCTIONAL that performs various functions

multifunción
MULTIFUNCTIONAL quality of multifunctional, which fulfills or can perform various functions or tasks in an integrated
way.  .

multiganador
WINNING MULTIGANADOR in different respects

multiganador multiganadora
MULTIGANADOR , A you have won several times (one event, tournament, raffle or other) 



multigámico
MULTIGAMOUS Multi-varied, multiple, many and gamo prefix or suffix that adds the binding qualifier, as in Gamopétalo
or monogamous.  It means, then, as opposed to monogamous, that it has several partners or unions simultaneously

multigremial
MULTIGREMIAL that assembles several guilds. 

multilateralismo
MULTILATERALISM lateralism is the effect of lateralizing, that is, change one consonant glued to another, such as
almar by arming, appealing for apernar.  Multilateralism is, therefore, an extensive and methodical use of lateralism in
speaking.  2 .  Extensive implementation of policies that tend to prioritize cultural and political economic exchange with
neighbouring countries.  By extension it could be applied to industries or related companies, e.g. vaccine manufacturer
laboratories.

multilatina
MULTILATINA term that emphasizes the character of having diversity of Latinos represented, for example, in an
organization, a meeting or party, music or any group. 

multiorgánica
MULTIORGNIC , Flight to define this term : relating to several organs .  In medicine there is talk of multiorgan failure
when two or more organs or vital systems collapse.  A failure of 3 or more systems will quickly lead to a fatal outcome. 

multiorgánico, ca
MULTIORGANIC relating to two or more organs.  In medicine there is talk of multiorgan failure or modernly, multiorgan
dysfunction syndrome when there are alterations in the functioning of two or more organs. 

multiparámetros
MULTIPARAMETERS that have various variables that are customizable in some cases such as microcodes and
operating systems or that are the result of calculated assignments. 

multipartidaria
MULTI-PARTY f .  of MULTIOARTIDARIO

multipartidario
MULTI-PARTY comprising several parties: The left called for a multi-party alliance.  Democracy requires a multi-party
community. 

multipartidista
MULTIPARTIDIST that supports or belongs to the political system in which many parties can access the executive
branch. 

multipartido
MULTIPARTY 1 .  Democratic system in which a large number of parties have the opportunity to qualify for executive
power.  The countries that have recently switched from the bipartisan system to the multiheading system are Brazil,
Peru, Spain, Colombia, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Nicaragua and Venezuela.  2 .  Foliaceous organ split into several



wedges. 

multipersonal
MULTIPERSONAL consisting of or involving several people.  A coined term for defining a multipersonal home or
community, where several family groups do things that go to common benefit. 

multipista
MULTIPISTA track that has multiple uses.  It can be a dance floor that becomes basketball or baby football or figure
skating, like a race track that has other alternative uses. 

multiplanetaria
MULTIPLANETARY Phenenine MULTIPLANETARY

multiplanetario
MULTIPLANETARY living, occurs or belongs to several planets Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
cosmoplanetary

multiposición
MULTIPOSITION dress that the user can give her many shapes and styles

multipremiado
MULTIPREMITE that has received many awards

multirealismo
MULTIREALISMO spelling error by MULTIRREALISMO

multiregional
MULTIREGIONAL spelling error by MULTIRREGIONAL Covering several regions

multirrealismo
MULTIREALISM Reslism is an artistic current that aims to describe reality in its purest and most accurate form, through
literature or painting, without any idealization.  Multirealism can be about expressing this current through multiple arts or
also the description of reality, unique, but seen through different prisms. 

multirregional
MULTIRREGIONAL Spanning Multiple Regions .

multirresistente
MULTIRESISTENT which is resistant to attacks of various kinds, such as being thermal, hydraulic, chemical,
compression or traction, physiological, viral, bacterial, biological. 

multirritmo
MULTIRHYTHM 1 .  Musical equipment with multiplicity of integrated digital rhythms.  For example, Integrated Guitar



Amplifier Multi-Effects of 80 Drum Beats. 

multisectorial
MULTISECTORIAL covering or impacting several sectors

multisensorial
MULTISENSORY involving several or all senses.  MultiSENSORY VerEDUCATION

multisistémica
FEMALE MULTISYSTEM, involving several systems simultaneously

multisistémico
MULTISISTEMIC affecting multiple systems simultaneously.

multitarea
MULTITAREA each of the computational processes of programs or applications that the CPU performs simultaneously
and in parallel, be it the computer a mono- or a multiprocessor. 

multitareas
MULTITAREAS plural of MULTITAREA

multitarget
MULTITARGET multipurpose anglilicism, which several objectives are sought simultaneously. 

multitasking
MULTITASKING anglicism by multitasking process, in computing : execution of different progams on a CPU
simultaneously, alternately loading routines, modules, functions and data according to their frequency of use. 

multitecnico
MULTITECNICO Spelling Error by MULTITECHNICAL .  See MULTI TECHNICAL .

multiterreno
MULTITERRENO vehicle that can be occupied on roads of very poor quality, overcoming obstacles that require power
and ductility.  2 .  Figuratively, a person who endures any hard work without problems. 

multitécnico
MULTI TECHNICAL Specialist in several disciplines simultaneously : Someone could be specialist in several branches :
electrician technician (low voltage), electrical technician (high voltage), network technician, electronic technician,
hardware technician.

multitienda
MULTITIENDA business that owns various types of commercial products, such as sporting goods, white line, furniture,
technology, electronics, music, instruments, formal and casual wardrobe, bathroom items, kitchen, garden, tourism,



insurance and others

multivalencia
MULTIVALENCE MultiVALENT Quality That has many valencles.  VALENCIA is the number of electrons that you are
missing or must yield a chemical element to complete your last energy level.  These electrons are the ones you put into
play during a chemical reaction or to establish a chemical bond with another element.

multizoo
MULTIZOO 1 .  Spanish company (Huesca and Madrid) dedicated to the trade of seeds, flowers, plants, pets, and
elements to care for them.   2 .  Ukrainian pet shop in Zytomir . 

mundialero
WORLD TEAM concerning the World Football Championships. 

mundo alternativo
ALTERNATIVE WORLD is a parallel universe or alternative reality in which both come from a common timeline but
branch out from one point

mundo digital
MUNDO DIGITAL the set of elements that participate in the activities with participation of electronic technology, such as
computers, cell phones, communication networks, robots, electronic equipment such as sensors, video games, process
control systems, digital cameras and the users themselves. 

muñequita
Diminutive doll doll 2 .  Cute doll (golden hair.  .  .  ) , children's song .  3 .  Figuratively, very pretty person: she's a doll

muppet
MUPPET 1 .  Bridge Game Convention, which allows the responder to describe the holdings of older fifth clubs as well
as thirds supports to questioner 2 larger wuintos sticks.  Puppet characters from the muppets show and children's
movies. 

muralla china
MURALLA CHINA euphemism for impassable, something hard to beat.  It can also be for something very long or long
since the wall is 21. 200 kilometers long.

mureina
MUREINA Layers outside the cell membrane of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.  See peptidoglycan

muridismo
MURIDISM Muridi thought and practices, a Sufi Islamic order, present especially in Senegal and Gambia, today
transnationalized by emigration.  Its headquarters are located in Touba, Senegal

murio el payaso
THE CLOWN DIED means that an experiment or attempt to accomplish something difficult failed.  It comes from the



series 1000 ways to die, in which the protagonist is a clown for adults, specializing in shows intended for groups of
women at bachelorette parties and birthdays. The actor was characterized by the poor quality of his jokes and a curious
ability to inflate balloons inside his throat.  He introduced them to the inside of his trachea and, from inside, he swelled
them and pulled them out of his mouth completely inflated. He makes a show in a hotel room at a bachelorette party and
introduces a balloon, which touches the lower area of the esophagus and explodes, leaving traces of rubber by his
trachea, and obstructs the airways, dying asphyxiated. 

musa paradisíaca
MUSA PARADISIACA generic and scientific name of a large number of plants belonging to the genus Musa and
including various banana species. 

musc
MUSC Medical University of South Carolina

muscle car
MUCLE CAR anglilicism that means self-strength and is used in medium and large cars that have an aggressive and
powerful appearance.  They have prices available to most, being more accessible than sports. 

musealización
MUSEALIZATION conversion of a historical or prominent place into a museum. 

musealizar
MUSEALIZE transformation of a living place into a kind of museum.  For example, enable an archaeological site so that
the public can visit it and know the findings on site. 

museo de músculos
MUSEUM OF MUSCLES Metaphor to highlight an extremely well developed body muscle, in which a collection of
muscles is outlined, product of intense physical work.

must
MUST anglilicism meaning obligation, yes or yes.  If you want to be my partner, ok, but the preliminary HIV test is a
must. 

musulmanas
Muslim, A person professing the Muslim religion, following the laws of the Prophet Muhammad

muy blando
VERY BLANDO Softer than normal, extremely soft, which requires much greater hardness (to make it suitable or good). 
Lacking the expected firmness or hardness.  Soft to extremely soft white.  Said of a person : He has no personality, he
does not know how to impose himself : This boss is very soft, they climb on their shoulder as if nothing.

muy chévere
[VERY] CHÉVERE In Venezuela : Interjection that denotes very agree, to find something fantastic, great.



muy delgado
VERY THIN fine, skinny, skinny, squat, famished

muy delicado
VERY DELICATE Said of an object : of great fragility, which can be easily damaged 2.  Said of an event, operation, work
or management : high risk 3 .  Said of a person: of great finesse or amaning.

muy grande
VERY BIG said of a thing or event : Huge, of size or higher dimension.  Said of a person or animal : old, very old, very
old

muyuna
MUYUNA Whirlpool that forms in running waters, on the banks of rivers and on the perimeter of rocks surrounded by
water and protruding from the surface. 

músculos
MUSCLES plural of MUSCLE Use plural as synonym for strength, economic power. 

mycoplasma
MYCOPLASMA Type of bacteria that do not have a cell wall. They cause atypical pneumonia This disease most often
affects children and young people.  It is transmitted by prolonged close contact.  Symptoms appear between 15 and 25
days after exposure.  Antibiotics, when necessary, are erythromicicin, clarithromycin and azithromycin.

m´izo
M'IZO typographical error by MIZO Cat

n.
N.   ( Lowercase ) is used, especially in Europe and United States, prepended to a woman's surname, to specify that it is
her maiden name.  In Spanish it may seem a little obvious, not so for the English or Germans.  It derives from the
French word née, which means born as

n. e.
N. E.   (and generally NE ) is used to shorten the answer "does not exist"

na dita
NA DITA spelling error by NADITA diminutive of NADA .

nacarar
NACARAR mother-of-pearl coat .  Give a surface the bemblance of mother-of-pearl in brightness, color and softness.
that occurs inside the shells of some molluscs, and that produces brightness and different colors when light is reflected. 

nacedera
NACEDERA TRICHANTHERA GIGANTIUM , medicinal plant, tree up to 12 meters high, with large lanceolate leaves.  It
is used to lose weight, reduce skin swellings, kidney conditions Farmers use it in the birth of the waters, to protect them,



hence their name. 

nacederas
NACEDERAS plural de NACEDERA

nacidos
BORN pl .  of BORN, past participle of the verb NACER, acquire life, appear, found: In 1810 La Aurora de Chile was
born. 

nacional-populismo
NATIONAL-POPULISM ideological variant of national-socialism and the fascism it has to. force in the 21st century
because of the increasingly significant rejection of minorities, politicians and other entities. 

nacionales
NATIONAL plural of NATIONAL, relative to or belonging to the nation

nacionalidad de deme haciendo
NATIONALITY OF DEME DOING in Ecuador: respectful way to ask for something, because Ecuadorians hate to use
verbal imperatives, for being authoritarian.  Instead of saying pass me the salt they will say give me passing the salt ,
which is understood as please , can you pass me the salt?

nacionalidades
NATIONALITIES of NATIONALITY country to which a person is recognized as a citizen or officially belonging .

nacionalpopulista
NATIONALPOPULIST Ideology or person who preaches or practices NATIONALPOPULISM .  , demagogic doctrine that
emphasizes the sovereignty and absolute exploitation of resources by the State and national enterprises.

nagachika
NAGASHIKA japanese anime protagonist Tokyo Ghoul Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
nagashika hideyoshi , hideyoshi nagashika , hide

naguillas
NAGUILLAS spelling error by ENAGUILLAS

naides
NAIDES of the Asturian naide , nobody .  I presume the final s is other . 

naive
NAIVE galicism by INGENUO, simple

nakba
NAKBA Arabic word, disaster, apodo catastrophe that is given to the Palestinian exodus. 



nalgota
NALGA augmentative NALGOTA, large buttock, each of the two parts that make up the butt

namaquas
NAMAQUAS plural of namaqua 1 .  Residents of Southeast Africa, today Namibia, who were exterminated by German
colonization, between 1904 and 1907.  2 .  Type of frog living in South Africa 3 .  Dean type 4 .  Beetle Type 5 .  Pigeon
of sub-Saharan Africa, which also inhabits Arabia and Madagascar.  6 .  Brand of South African wines.  7 .  In singular ,
national park in South Africa. 

naming
NAMING anglicism by over-naming or nickname .  You name it : expression that means put you the name .  2
Appointment ( to a position ) 

nan
NAN Nestlé Infant Product

nanchillada
NANCHILLADA sense of belonging .   in Mexico: from nahuatl, NANCHI or NANCHE a fruit and a shrub that gives that
fruit.  Then, a NANCHILLADA is a belly or patacón of those fruits. 

nancito
DIminutive NANCITO calling the Hernán already nicknamed Nano

nanoaguja
NANOAGUJA Microscopic needle, extremely fine . 

nanoanticuerpo
NANO ANTIBODY antibody of the size of the order of the nanometers, a ten millionth of a meter, or 10o-7 . 

nanobiomaterial
NANOBIOMATERIAL organic material of microscopic size, even smaller than microbes. 

nanochip
NANOCHIP chip or memory card of much smaller size, typical of microtechnology, more commonly called
nanotechnology.  A millifli is one thousandth ( 10-3 ), A micro is one millionth ( 10-6 ) , a nano is one billionth ( 10-9 )

nanociencia
NANOSCIENCE science related to nanotechnology and the manipulation of materials on a microscopic scale or
nanometers . 

nanocristal
NANOCRISTAL crystalline particle size of the order of the nanometers, a ten tithing of meter, equivalent to about 9 inline
atoms. 



nanodiamante
NANODIAMANTE of the Greek NANO minimum equivalent to 10*-9 or one billionth of a meter .  Refers to a diamond
only visible under an electron microscope

nanoestructurado
NANOSTRUCTURED that is sized between molecular structures and microscopic structures.  From the point of view of
quantum physics this differentiation is important because the physical properties are typical and do not occur in larger
structures. 

nanofisica
Nanoparticle physics, atomic physics

nanomedicina
NANOMEDICINE application of nanotechnology in the medical field

nanométrico
NANOTRIC OF a size of the order of the nanos, one thousandth of the mis .  2 .  fFiguringly, infinitesimal size,
microscopic. 

nanopartícula
NANOPARTICLE ultrafine particles that have the 3 dimensions under 100nm.  1nm.  It equals approximately a thousand
atoms. 

nanotinta
NANOTINTA suspension containing silicon nanocrystals.  The diameter is a few nanometers which allows the nanotint
to be stamped on wafers using inkjet printing technology. 

nanovehiculizar
NANOVEHICULIZE transport particles through a medium using an external, usually magnetic resource, which by acting
on the element or compound moves it in the desired direction.  For example, a magnet or magnetic field for
nanovehicular magnetosensitive molecules can be mobilized within a liquid or aqueous medium. 

naproxeno
NAPROXENO anti-inflammatory soothing drug that is obtained without a prescription by being nonsteroidal.  Widely
used for muscle aches, toothache, headaches, back pain, menstrual cramps and even fever. 

narco aurelio
NARCO AURELIO In Mexico : Song of Rey Fonseca on a drug kingpin .

narcoabogada
NARCOABOGADA lawyer who defends drug trafficking causes.  According to Helhue Sukni, a Chilean narco-lawyer, a
narco-lawyer is the one who defends drug producers and, therefore, neither she nor any Chilean is a narco-lawyer. 

narcoabogado



NARCOABOGADO lawyer specialized in defending drug traffickers in the courts of justice. 

narcoaporte
NARCOAPORTE in Argentina and Peru: proselytizing contribution that drug trafficking made to the Change! and Keiko
Fujimori

narcocultura
NARCOCULTURA cultural influence exerted by drug trafficking over a society 2 .  Admiration and idolatry for
narcodelinquency. 

narcoembarcación
NARCOEMBARCATION boat built by the same traffickers to transport drugs by sea, 

narcolancha
NARCOLANCHA boat built by drug traffickers for the transfer of drugs by sea. 

narcolancha
NARCOLANCHA boat built by drug traffickers for the transfer of drugs by sea. 

narcopatera
NARCOPATERA Word composed of narco, drug trafficker and patera, flat-bottomed vessel in which illegal immigrants
are transferred and frequently shipwrecked with drastic consequences for their occupants.  Narcopatera is a vessel
where drug dealers enter countries such as Spain, Italy and Greece.

narcopiso
NARCOPISO in Spain : homes illegally occupied by drug traffickers for sale to the public and heroin and crack use. 

narcosubmarino
Underwater NARCOSUBMARINO used by drug traffickers to transport drugs and introduce it over the coast at other
borders.  Colombian drug traffickers built a submarine to introduce cocaine to the United States and Spain. 

narcotest
NARCOTEST test for the detection of drug and narcotics and other narcotics

narcotour
NARCOTOUR walk through outbuildings, resorts, rest houses and hideaways, cocaine labs and other tourist attractions
related to drug lords, in particular Pablo Escobar Gaviria, the Patron of Evil. 

narigón narigudo
NARIGUDO NARIGON Spelling error when placing synonyms and not putting the separator comma .

nariz de pera
PEAR NARIZ Nose with pear-like shape, deep RADIX and RHINION, well-demarcated wing fold and large wings with



thick wing edge.

nascidos
NASCIDS misspelling of the last participle BORN , of the verb to be born , plural

nasua nasua
NASUA NASUA nasua nasua is the scientific name of the South American ring-tailed coati.  It is a carnivorous mammal
of the family of pronoids that inhabits predominantly in the South American jungles and the southern part of Central
America.

national makeup artist
NATIONAL MAKEUP ARTIST Let's get this straight.  A makeup artist or MUA is a person dedicated to working with the
human body, applying makeup, prosthetics and other management for television, theatre, fashion, fashion, fashion,
magazines and other similar productions, including everything related to modeling.  However, the queryed expression
does not exist.  What does exist is the National Makeup Artist Day, or the day of celebration of artistic makeup, which is
the third Wednesday of November of home year.  On this occasion is awarded the annual George Westmore Award, a
stylist who introduced the wig and a makeup department at Selig film studios, in 1917. 

nativo digital
NATIVO DIGITAL person who was born when social media and digital technology existed. 

nativo digital nativa digital
NATIVO DIGITAL person who was born in a world where computing and digital technology was already available to
anyone.  2 .  Person who was born when the cell phone was a necessity item

natural language processing
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING anglicism by natural language processing .  In Spanish PLN and in English NLP,
Field of Computing and AI (or AI in Spanish), which studies the interrelationship between computers and . the human
being.  Research the techniques so that the human being ends up talking to machines like another human being. 

naturaleza-natural
NATURE-NATURAL Two related terms, but different .  Refer to nature and nature

naturalistas
NATURALISTA's plural NATURALISTS .

nature writing
NATURE WRITING is a widely used expression that relates to all kinds of writing about the environment that has a
conservationist character. 

naucaya
NAUCAYA large venomous snake from Central America, which comes to measure 1 . 5 to 2 . 3 m long.  The head is
triangular (much wider than the neck).  the upper part is brown and cream yellow even on the sides and belly.  The eyes
are large with vertical pupil and behind these present a brown line. 



nauno
NAUNO see GUACHAPELE, family tree, fabaceous

navarradas
NAVARRADAS plural of NAVARRADA disliked or clumsy or improper action made by a Navarrese, native of Navarra.  2
website with narrations of travel of a Navarrese around the world with very little money.  3 .  Navarrese own sayings

navious
NAVIOUS own name, of greatest interest in Nigeria, Ghana and Kenya, which supposedly means unlimited creativity. 

naylin
NAYLIN proper name and sometimes also surname.  There have been 120 Naylin named births in the United States
from 2002 to 2020.  It has no definite meaning. 

náufrago climático
CLIMATIC CASTAWAY in the film Castaway (2000) Chuck Noland, played by Tom Hanks, is a Fedex employee who
must travel to Malaysia, but his plane crashes on a Pacific island, with him and Wilson (a beisball) being the only
survivors.  Carefully study the weather for months to try to escape, which he achieves after 4 years when he is rescued
by a freighter.  A simile of Robinson Crusoe, novel of Daniel DeFoe, based on the rescue of Alexander Selkirk on
February 2, 1709 on the Chilean island of Mas a Tierra, today Robinson Crusoe. 

nde
NDE normality, difference, education.  in Chile: interdisciplinary research platform under the PUC, pontifical Catholic
university. 

neardenthalense
NEARDENTHALENSE is a spelling error by Neanderthalense, one of the 5 species, which lived since 230. 000 to 15 .
000 years ago, another homo sapiens fought them and dominated.  That's where we humans come from.  The name
comes from the Neander Valley, near Dusseldorf, where, in 1856, - the first remains were found.

necedades
FOOLISHNESS used in the plural : nonsense, leseras

necroshow
NECROSHOW in Spain: a show that is done with corpses

necrotico
NECROTIC IN BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE: SPELLING ERROR DUE TO NECROTICS, relative or belonging to
necrosis. 

nefario
NEFARIOus of the Latin 'nefarius', abominable, impious, criminal.  Extremely evil, unworthy of humane treatment.  It has
a religious connotation and was frequently used by Cicero. 



nefrio
NEPHRE error by NEFARIO, evil, not worthy of appreciation, malevolent soul

negacionismo
NEGATIONISM ideology that seeks to reject reality to evade a truth that is unpleasant to them, or against their interests.

negarse
Deny deny reflective form of the verb, object to something or someone

negativos
NEGATIVE 1 .  in photography; Color cliché that is impressed in celluloid that allows the capture of color of images by
means of a camera or filmmaker, which are then positived by photographic reveal.  2 .  math; real or complex numbers
or quantities, whose values are less than 0 .  3 .  Contrary to positive, which is not effective, which did not work
favorably. 4 .  Unfavorable

negociacion politica
POLITICAL NEGOTIATION Treatment aimed at the achievement of a political agreement .  Negotiation where politics
prevails over other concepts, such as economics or technology.  A commercial negotiation is, on the other hand, an
attempt at treatment with respect to products, prices, deadlines, fines

negrísimo
NEGRÍSIMO Extremely black .  Intense black.  If it is inks, black Process or black 100%

negrofobia
NEGROFOBIA Hate or fear of black or black-skinned people. 

negrología
BLACKOLOGY history and chronicle of black people

nehuén
NEHUON, strong Mapuche

neisseria gonorrhoeae
NEISSERIA GONORRHOEAE bacterium causing GONORRHEA, sexually transmitted disease

nelika
NELIKA proper name without particular meaning .  2 .  Arkady Goldenshtein's song from the album Klezmer Shpil,
released in 2007 3.  Indian fruit, called amla or amalaka, which looks like a larger than normal grape and has great
nutritional values Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be amalaka, amla, amlaki, Indian grosellero, bad

nelumbro
NELUMBRO seems to come from the Latin 'umbra' shadow, darkness, meaning 'in the dark', because they are aquatic
plants that bloom in dark and muddy waters, but that seek the sun withstand light frosts.  But they are also called



NELUMBO which comes from the Sinhalese 'nelumbo'.  They are considered sacred in the East because they resemble
the evolution of the soul, because mud is synonymous with ignorance from where it is born to become, with effort and
difficulties, a beauty.   The genus Nelumbo, of the family Nelumbonaceae, includes 2 species of aquatic plants from
Asia, Australia, North America and the Caribbean.  The species are: Nelumbo nucifera and Nelumbo lutea. The
nelumbro is the national flower of several Asian countries

nenas
NENAS pl .  of NENA , girl , young girl , appetizing woman

nenita
DIminutive NENITA of NENA Little Girl .  Coloquially it is also used for adult women

neoadyuvancia
NEOADJUVANT quality of neoadjuvant from the Latin 'adiuvare', help or auxiliary; In immunology, an adjuvant is a
substance that increases or modulates the immune response to a vaccine. ? Additional treatment given after primary
therapy is called adjuvant therapy while additional treatment given before primary therapy is called neoadjuvant therapy.

neobanco
NEOBANCO bank that offers, above all, accounts and debit or prepaid cards.  Neobanks have a restricted operational
spectrum aimed mainly at paying for purchases in physical or online shops and withdrawing money at ATMs.  Others
allow you to make transfers, direct debit receipts and payroll. 

neoburgués
Modern bourgeois NEOBURGS, contemporary person who lives in the bourgeois style, accommodatingly. 

neoburgusa
NEOBURGUSA error by NEOBURGUESA , f .  of NEOBURGUÉS , 

neocentralista
NEOCENTRALIST policy or person who intends to centralize or renationalize the political power distributed and legally
granted to the regions of a country or areas thereof. 

neocolonialismo
NEOCOLONIALISM conquers and enslaves countries through a moderate form of subjugation consisting of seizing
economic resources (natural and productive resources), cultural imperialism (media, ) and commercial globalization
(multinationals) 

neocolonialista
NEOCOLONIALISTA person or country in favor of NEOCOLONIALISM, conquest and enslavement of countries through
a moderate form of subjugation consisting of seizing economic resources (natural and productive resources), cultural
imperialism (media, ) and commercial globalization (multinationals) 

neocomunista
NEOCOMUNISTA communist aggiornado, which has been modernized with an ideology disguised as democratic to



continue selling the ancient Stalinist ointment of an omnipotent central government and an obedient servile people. 

neocon
NEOCON in Spain : neoconservative apocope .  Initially, American communist intellectuals were named after those they
saw in the 1960s as America's pacifist politics and ideology expanded in relation to the global situation.  Today, various
ideological and power groups are accused of neocons. 

neoconservador
Modernized conservative NEOCONSERVATIVE , revised conservative person or ideology

neoconservadra
NEOCONSERVADORA in Spain: spelling error by NEOCONSERVADORA

neocotinoide
NEOCOTINOID error by NEONICOTINOID

neocreacionismo
NEOCREACIONISM relaunch and renewal of creationism, a doctrine that posites that all beings are the product of a
creative act and that, therefore, there is no, evolution. 

neocreacionista
NEOCREACIONISTA belonging to NEOCREACIONISMO, avant-garde movement that revindicates the aesthetic
creationism created by Vicente Huidobro and the Frenchman Pierre Reverdy at the beginning of the s. 20th.  2 .  It may
refer to an aggiornada stream of creationism, an ideology that made Darwinian thought compatible with Christian
principles. 

neocriollismo
NEOCRIOLLISMO of Latin neo, new and Creole, pro-local ideology.  It refers to a new form of nationalism, which tries to
get rid of any political, economic or social influence that comes from abroad. 

neofranquista
NEOFRANQUISTA in favor of reinstalling the doctrine of the former president of Spain, Francisco Franco. 

neolengua
NEOLENGUA literary concept that appeared for the first time in the novel 1984, written in 1948 by George Orwell.  It
was a new artistic language, which today has become a new political language, based on stories rather than arguments,
insults and denotations rather than counter-arguments, use of common places and deformations of the meanings of
known words, i.e. malicious manipulation of the masses through language. 

neomacrismo
NEOMACRISMO more separate and independent position taken by María Eugenia Vidal against the last elections of
governor of Buenos Aires in an attempt to avoid defeat as a result of the frustration of the public by the results of the
economic policy of President Mauricio Macri. 



neomarxismo
NEOMARXISMO Communist root ideology that, in the face of the resounding global failure has sought to strengthen
itself by carrying the flag of human rights and defending nature, acting overlappingly under the shadow of various NGOs,
such as Greenpeace, and the domination of the United Nations. 

neomarxista
NEOMARXIST 1 .  It follows the ideology of neomarxism 2.  which is related to neomarxism

neonaturalismo
NEONATURALISM doctrine that presupposes that law and laws are a means of exercising justice, but that it must be
embedded in a legislative principle of integrity and a legal principle of integrity, which puts morality above rules and
norms.  The LEGISLATIVE PRINCIPLE OF INTEGRITY requires legislators to make the total whole of the right, in its
application, a consistent moral set.  The LEGAL PRINCIPLE OF INTEGRITY on your part requires judges to resolve
difficult cases in accordance with the spirit of the laws that have been given to the community, based on a coherent set
of principles that account for the duties and rights that have been stipulated for that society. 

neonicotinoide
NEONICOTINOIDE modern range of insecticides that attacks the central nervous system of insects and that has the
characteristic of being less toxic than the previous traditional ones for vertebrates. 

neotantra
NEOTANTRA modern or modernized tantra .  Tantra, which means loom, weaving or warp, is an oriental technique of
esoteric character that aims to reach spiritual perfection.  Tantric sex stands out, part that aims through the sublimation
of sexual pleasure to achieve spiritual supremacy.

neotradicional
NEOTRADITIONAL relative or belonging to what is traditional in this historical moment over what could have been
traditional previously.  Neotraditional tattoos are those that combine elements of the new school and the classic.  Unlike
the previous styles, this style has modern techniques and that is why they are more elaborate tattoos, in full color and
with many more details. 

neópata
NEOPATH.  Person with a sickening fondness for new things.

nepoticidio
NEPOLIIDS of nepo, nephew cis kill The one who commits a NEPOLITICIDIUM, or murder of a nephew or a grandson.

nepturiana
NEPTURIANA spelling error by NEPTUNIANO , A concerning Neptune, the planet or the Roman god. 

nepturiano
NEPTURIANO phonetic deformation by NEPTUNIANO, relative to or belonging to Neptune

nerda
NERDA colloquially, little NERD English word that refers in derogatory form to very intelligent young people but who



have a poor ability to relate to people of the other sex, and even to those of the same.

nerdo
NERDO In juvenile jargon, chiquillo NERD English word that refers derogatoryly to very intelligent young people but who
have a poor ability to relate to people of the other sex, and even to those of the same. Synonyms of nerda are clumsy
antisocial postme

neroazzurri
NEROAZZURI plural of NEROAZZURO azulnegro , colors of the Milan internzionale

neroazzurro
NEROAZZURO from Italian NERO, black and blue AZZURO.  Black Blue

nervion
NERVION spelling error by NEDON , river of northern Spain 72 km long, which was born in the province of Alava, near
that of Burgos, and ends in the Atlantic. 

nesting
NESTING anglilicism by ANIDAR form a nest to hatch or have hatches 2 .  In computing have a series of instructions
within an external group and that can be reiterated according to the parameters of the process. 

nestorista
NESTORISTA In Argentina follower of Nestor Kirchner and his politics.  He differs from the Kirchnerista because in this
case his wife Cristina Fernández, former president, companion and follower of his politics after his death is included. 

nestorizar
NESTORIZAR in Argentina: to lead (to Argentina, to politics) to impose the doctrine of Néstor Kirchner

net working
NETWORKING ( and not NET WORKING ) derived from NETWORK work network or computing , 1 .  Hardware
interconnection so that it can be ibtercomunicated .  2 .  Action or effect of interacting with others to exchange
information and create social contacts.

netball
NETBALL sport, similar to the Dutch korf and to the ball to the Argentine basket, and with a game structure related to
basketball.  Its origin goes back to the same time that basketball was created.  It is played on a field of 30 by 15 m
divided into three equal parts, with two baskets hanging from a pole at the ends. 

netbook
NETBOOK Anglicism by network book; laptop similar to the NOTEBOOK but more basic and designed to be carried at
all times to do simpler things. 

networking
NETWORKING anglicism by networking; creation, maintenance, expansion and exploitation of a chain of friendships



with a certain purpose, usually commercial but can be academic or entertaining.  The idea, however, is to publicize a
product, brand or service. 

neumaticod
TIRES , plural of TIRE .  1 .  Said of a machine : That works with air 2 .  Rubber wheel of a vehicle, forklift, etc.

neumáticos
TYRE Plural TIRES 1 .  Rubber rubbers that go on the tires of vehicles 2.  Fats that stick out of the waist of obese
people.

neumo
NEUMO Latin prefix meaning lung

neumoencéfalo
NEUMOENCEPHALO accumulation of air in the skull, due to trauma or neurosurgery (post-surgical ) 

neurochip
NEUROCHIP chip that is inserted into the brain and improves the mobility of weak muscles or atonos.  It also improves
epileptic conditions, and degenerative neurological diseases. 

neurodegeneración
NEURODEGENERATION pathological cell degenerative process of the nervous system or any organ of this .  They are
neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and Huntington's. 

neuroderecho
NEURODERECHO Application of Neuroscience to Law .  Researching why people do what they do

neuroeconomía
NEUROECINOMÍA interdisciplinary science that studies brain behavior when faced with economic decision-making.   It
is bidirectional, that is, it studies the brain to see how to complement economic behavior and, on the other hand, it
studies economic behavior to better understand how the brain works. 

neuroestimular
NEUROSTIMULAL STIMULATE brain activity or some part of the nervous system. 

neurofeedback
NEUROFEEDBACK Anglicism by Neurological Feedback . 

neuromito
NEUROMITO beliefs without serious scientific foundation on which some teachers base their pedagogical techniques. 
These neuromitos lead to sesatic and sometimes clearly inefficient practices within the classroom. 

neuroplasticidad



NEUROPLASTICITY ability of cerebral cortex neurons to regenerate and recover both physiologically and functionally
and form new synaptic connections. 

neuroprótesis
NEUROPRESIS chip that is inserted into the brain to give mobility to affected organs, particularly in cases of paraplegia,
tetraplegia and spinal injury. 

neuroquímica
NEUROCHEMISTRY is part of the chemistry that studies neurochemicals, specifically neurotransmitters and other
molecules such as neuro-active drugs involved in neuronal function. 

neuroradiologia
NEURORADIOLOGY radiology specialized in the diagnosis of abnormalities of the central and peripheral nervous
system, spinal cord, brain and neck. 

neurorradiología
NEURORADIOLOGY Study of the therapeutic application of the different types of radiation, such as X-rays, gamma rays
or ultrasounds, in the area of neurology, and their use in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. 

neurorradiólogo
Professional NEURORRADIOLOGIST who is dedicated to neuroradiology or radiological examinations and scaners of
the brain and nervous system. 

neurorrehabilitación
NEUROREHABILITATION work of recovery to a state as normal as possible, ideally the functional prior to the trauma of
a part of the neurological system. 

neurosicólogo
NEUROSICOLOGIST psychologist or person who addresses mental or emotional problems that affect human
conportation by coupled neurology with psychology

neurosífilis
NEUROSFILIS bacterial infection caused by the pallidum trepanoma that attacks the brain or spinal cord.  It is usually
stated many years after the patient who has had syphilis has been un treatment. 

neurovascular
NEUROVASCULAR relative or belonging to the nervous and circulatory system, which travels together by connective
tissue throughout the human and animal body. 

nevu
NEVUS (and not nevu ) from Latin nevus, nevo .  Cutane injury of various kinds that usually occurs in adults

new look
NEW LOOK anglilicism which means verbatim NEW MIRADA , NEW ASPECT



new normal
NEW NORMAL would prefer to define NEW NORMALITY, textually new normality, new state of things from overcoming
the pandemic caused by the SARS Covid-19 virus, which has forced new habits of social behavior and hygiene around
the planet. 

newen
NEWEN in Mapuche language, strength or energy

news
NEWS anglilicism by NEWS, news

newsletter
NEWSLETTER anglilicism derived from NEWS, news and LETTER, letter; by WRITTEN INFORMATION, newsletter,
newsletter

neyder
NEYDER of the German neider , envious .  Neider Morantes, name of a former center of America of Cali, from 1994 to
2016. 

nez
NEZ NOSE Galicism .  2 .  Nez percé, an indigenous tribe of about 2200 members, most of them living in Idaho, United
States. 

ngillatun
NGILLATUN word mapuche meaning act of purchase, castilianized as guillatún, mapuche ceremony of spiritual
character, to ask for the well-being of the community and strengthen the ties or thank benefits obtained. 

ni verga
NI VERGA spanish for nor dick, nor penis

nic
IAS 1 .  NIC Chile is the center of the Faculty of Physical Sciences and Mathematics of the University of Chile
responsible for administering the registration of domains of emails.  2 .  We call the domain NIC.  For example,
johnny@plaut . cl , has the INTERNET domain NICo NIC owned by me because plaut is registered in NIC Chile , which
controls all emails with suffix . cl 3 .  NIC , acronym for Network Information Center .

nice one
NICE ONE Verbatim a nice .  Colloquially , how good! Good that one! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be good! , how good! Very nice!

nidificante
NIDIFICANT that is able to make nests.  Figuratively, he tries to have kids. 

nigger



NIGGER anglilicism per person of color .  Derogatory censored in the United States for being offensive. 

niguas
NIGUAS plural de NIGUA

nihamwo
NIHAMWO Seems to me an aberration of Mandarin Chinese.  Nor is it you; ni hao es Hola .  Ni hao ma? How are you?
Wo is me; wo hen hao I'm fine .  From what little Mandarin I know, I see that ni hao ma contracted? and the first part of
the response Wo hen hao . 

nihuas
NIHUAS plural NIHUA phonetic deformation of NIGUA tunga penetrates flea type that attacks the skin producing
tungiasis.  It mainly attacks the feet, penetrates the skin and produces itching. 

nikasil
NIKASIL trademark that corresponds to an alloy of nickel and silicon used for the lining of the cylinder liners of engines
built of aluminum, either of motorcycles or of automobiles.  The process of repair or jacketing is called nicasiling

nikkei
NIKKEI stock market index of the Japanese stock exchange

ningufoneo
NINGUFONEO Action and effect of no inuphone Belittle, do not take anyone into consideration.  Pretend it didn't exist. 

ningún obstáculo
NO OBSTACLE figuratively : Adverbial locution which means no problem, of course.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be no problem, of course, of course they do

niñas
GIRLS figuratively, women of the night.  In another sense, women who do household chores

niño pequeño
CHILD SMALL infant, person who is no longer nursing but is not yet a teenager.  Child between the age of 3 and 12

niño símbolo
CHILD SYMBOL in Chile: child with disabilities who is cared for in the telethon offices and who prior to a new event is
selected to advertise the work that is done

niñófila
Childfila who loves children

nitruro de magnesio
MAGNESIUM NITRIDE .  It is N in oxidation-3 state combined with magnesium molecules, which generates magnesium



nitride, a salt of chemical formula Mg3N2.  If we combine it with water produces mg hydroxide Mg ( OH ) 2 and ammonia
( NH3 ) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be magnesium aziuro

nivelación de curva
CURVE LEVELING .  In orthodontics there is the Spee curve, an occlusal curvature that can be observed in the lower
jaw.  The depth of the occlusal curvature should not be greater than 1 . 5 mm and when this happens it is necessary to
do a leveling of the curve.

nivológico
NIVOLOGICAL Relative to Snow

no
NOT in both English and Spanish means rejection, denial.  In English it can also mean no , none : ( There is ) no
question ( about it ) .  There is no doubt about it , ( without ) any doubt , without any doubt

no arriesgues
NO ( TE ) ARRIESGUES Go to safe, do not take risks

no atinar
DO NOT ATINAR Do not stand in ball, err consistently

no avisar
DO NOT REPORT Do NOT report , do not give notice .  Keep information secret.

no avizore a nadie
DO NOT AVIZORE TO ANYONE Expression related to E]NOTICE TO see in the distance, in the distance .  do not
distinguish , do not check , do not observe , do not display at the distance.

no ceder
DO NOT CEDE order or imperative that asks not to surrender, continue pushing, continue fighting, not allow
concessions

no comprender
DO NOT UNDERSTAND Formally means not understanding.  People who do not speak the language can translate from
their own and say "my do not understand" which means, obviously, I do not understand (what you tell me )

no conocer
DO NOT KNOW HOW to ignore

no contrariarse
DO NOT BE OPPOSED not to feel upset, angry, disgusted 2.  Do not feel that you are being taken the opposite, that
you are opposing or contradicting him. 



no crespo
NO CRESPO Smooth, no curls, no squeathe

no crítico
NOT CRITICAL that is of minor importance, which is not an extreme situation

no culpable
NOT GUILTY innocent, you have no legal responsibility.  In the legal field the distinction is made because a ruling or
verdict of not guilty does not necessarily mean innocence, but there may not have been enough condemnatory
evidence, the procedure was challenged, there was prescription of the cause or another liberating fact. 

no dar la cara
DO NOT GIVE THE FACE Remove the pot to the syringe, REMOVE THE POTO TO THE JERINGA, remove the
buttocks from the syringe, evade, evade

no deal
NO DEAL English expression to reject an agreement, which literally means No deal. 

no diáfano
NO DIAFANO , It is opaque, it is not transparent, it lacks or lacks clarity.

no dominar una ocupación
DO NOT DOMINATE AN OCUPATION not to have experience in a trade or job.  Being inexperienced in something

no emotivo
NO EMOTIVE That does not provoke emotion, that does not excite, fome

no enchufable
NOT PLUGGABLE translation concept error of the English term TO PLUG , plug in .  In computer science, however,
plug-in or PLUGIN is understood as an application or program that relates to another to add a new and usually very
specific function, such as, for example, the ability to have light effects, to be able to use special consoles, to reverse
chapters.  NO PLUGIN means that it is not pluggable, or that it has no pluggable applications, which has been translated
into Spanish as non-PLUGGABLE.  That is why it is customary to keep the Anglicism PLUGIN and NO PLUGIN for
routines and devices attachable and not to make a bad translation. 

no es broma
IT IS NOT BROMA the same thing that emphasizes that what has been said is seriously.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be serious, it's serious, it's not a joke

no expresarse
EXPRESS Yourself To understand .

no faltaría más
NO MORE verbal locution equivalent to of course! Anyway!



no finiquitar
DO NOT FINISH stop finishing (something) 2 .  Do not close or cancel a contract or a contract.  Not firing an employee

no forzar
DO NOT FORCE FORCE Such person or body : Force to perform an action by coersion and/or force.  Saying of an
object : Use physical force to open or go through it : force a door .

no gastar polvora en chimango
DO NOT SPEND POLICE IN CHIMANGO In Argentina Expression that no effort should be wasted on worthless or
worthwhile things. The chimango is a scavenger bird that feeds on dead animals.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be not spending gunpowder on hens

no haber mas de que hablar
THERE IS NO MORE TO TALK ABOUT there is nothing more to say; it's all said.  It's all over.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be there to be nothing more to talk about, it's all said

no hablar mas que hablar
DO NOT TALK MORE THAN BY TALKING (and DO NOT TALK MORE THAN TALK) speak for speaking, speak only to
put the spoon, without seriously contributing anything to the conversation. 2 .  Speak without foundation. 

no hacer nada para comunicarse
DO NOTHING TO COMMUNICATE Do not make any attempt or effort to contact yourself by any telephone, radio,
computational, digital or postal means (with anyone)

no hay antominos
NO HAY ANTONIMOS Expretion which means There are no antonyms i.e. words meaning the opposite

no hay para tanto
THERE IS NO FOR SO MUCH Expression that aims to reduce or deny the intensity or magnitude of what sa has just
said.  In Chile we say It's not that big of a deal.  : - I'm devastated.  Elsa left me.  - There is no so much, there are other
women in this world who will love you very much.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be not to put you,
don't exaggerate

no hay pase
THERE IS NO PASS That does not give the pass .  Figuratively, it does not allow them to have sex with her.

no he de perecer
I MUST NOT PERISH I will not die; I will live, I will survive, I must not die

no healthy upstream
NO HEALTHY UPSTREAM is an error message in the networks that, textually, means no health (or sanitation)
upstream.  because the server does not have access to the internet can be fixed by configuring a windows domain dns
server as dns that resolves the issue



no ilustrar
ILLUSTRATE Give understanding .  Clarify a point or matter.  Explain.  Draw a situation.  Incorporate graph into a
document or book .

no iniciado no iniciada
NOT INITIATED, You have not gone through the ritual of initiation or incorporation into a community, society,
brotherhood, sect or social, religious, political or military group. 

no jactarse
DO NOT JACTAR DO NOT care, do not gloat

no la peles
DO NOT THE PELES Expression that orders or asks another to do not remove the skin from any fruit or vegetable or an
object coated with some protection : Do not peel the onion! You'll cry in the seas.  Figuratively, verbally dequeting a
person : Lucia is very peeling : she always peels people, even her best friend.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may not be the critiques

no llegar ni de lejos
NOT TO GET ANYWHERE NEAR Being very distant (from one goal, from another or from something else).  It is
antonym of ESTAR A UN PALMO, or ESTAR A UN TRIS

no maduro
immature it is incorrectly written and should be written as immature as their meaning:<br>Immature, which has not
reached its full growth

no manches
DO NOT LITERALLY MANCHES, an order given so that you are careful not to get dirty to keep it clean.  Figuratively, a
request to keep a name immaculate, someone's background or something. 

no me rayes
DO NOT SCRATCH ME in Chile : don't drive me crazy.  It comes from RAYARSE going crazy and BEING
SCRATCHED is being totally crazy with the peeled wires.  Probably originating from the bars of the ancient
manicomiansIn this verb and in all the words of his lexical family, such as scratching (with stripes and, colloquially,
crazy), scratching (scratching action ( (se) and, colloquially, madness) or rayane, the spellings with -ll- , which
correspond to the verb grate (crumbling [something] rubbing it against a metal utensil with protruding edge holes are
incorrect. 

no me taladres
DO NOT TALADRES expression of protest by not hurting me (the ears) with a very high-pitched or raucous sound. 

no medible
NON-MEASURABLE that cannot be measured, quantify

no metal
DO NOT METAL 17 elements of the periodic table that have the lowacteristics of being very bad conductors of the



electric current and be very weak so they can neither be laminated nor made wire.  They are : monovalent Fluor,
chlorine, bromine, iodine, cyanogen; bivalents : oxygen, selenium, teluro, sulfur; trivalents : nitrogen, phosphorus,
arsenium, antimony and boron; quadrigvalents: carbon, silicon and germanium. 

no monches que llego alos 50
NO MONCHES THAT I GET TO THE 50 Expression used in Puerto Rico verbal form of the verb MONCHAR Comer ,
imperative second singular person .  There is here an incongruity of verbal times.  I should say NO MONCHES THAT
YOU WILL ARRIVE AT 50, because if another is the one who eats, it cannot be one who fattens.

no nativo no nativa
NO NATIVE , To a person's saying : That her origins are foreign, that she or her ancestors come from another country or
region.  Said of an animal or plant: that it is not endemic, that it was originally non-existent in the place in question and
has been implanted in this, imported from another country or region of the planet. 

no olvidarse de alguien
DO NOT FORGET SOMEONE negative way to say REMEMBER EVERYONE, do not leave anyone out.

no participa
DO NOT PARTICIPATE go see PARTICIPATE and draw conclusions

no pasa nada
NOTHING HAPPENS Expression that means don't worry

no pensar
DO NOT THINK Custom very ingrained among young people, especially those of the male sex, which brings many bad
consequences, such as being unwanted babies, stays in prison, various addictions.  Unfortunately it has become a
pandemic and there is no simple cure, because the best, which is maturity, is only achieved with age, and sometimes
not even so.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be immature, not calculated, not analyzed,
irresponsible

no perder el juicio
DO NOT LOSE THE JUDGMENT Expression that means TO KEEP CALM Stay cool in the face of an adverse situation

no permitir expresar sus ideas libremente
DO NOT ALLOW TO EXPRESS YOUR IDEAS FREELY said of a person or information entity : Prohibit spreading
uncensored thoughts and ideologies.  Censoring, limiting the ability to express expression

no poner bases
DO NOT PUT BASES Do not scratch the court, do not stipulate the rules of competition, whether swa this sports,
tender, or any other order.

no por asombro
NOR BY ASOMO (and NOT BY ASOMBRO ) It is a transformation of the adverbial locution OR BY ASOMO, sometimes
erroneously pronounced as OR BY ASOMBRO .  It means that it is neither close, that nor looks, to the real result, to the
truth, to what really happened, to what is needed, etc.



no pordiosear
DO NOT REASON NOT beg, derived from PORDIOSERO, a person who appealed to the charity of others "For the love
of God"

no pristino
NO PRISTINO Spelling Error by PRISTINE Transparent, Immaculate

no promovida
NOT PROMOTED , 1 .  That no course has been approved to move to the next grade.  2 .  You have not been promoted
to a job or military institution.  3 , Said of a product : It has not been promoted in potential buyers 5 .  It hasn't driven
progress or the existence of something 6.  That has not caused or produced anything (especially a fact)

no reglamentado
NOT REGULATED that there is no regulation yet (on a subject) 

no relato
NO STORY lack of story in a message. 

no remunerativo
NO REMUNERATIVE ad honorem , work that has no contractual economic remuneration . 

no rendirse
DO NOT GIVE UP Expression that calls to continue with the necessary effort to achieve a goal: the Chilean soldier is
taught never to surrender. 

no respetar la ley
DO NOT RESPECT THE LAW breach the legal rules, commit a misdemeanour or crime, according to the laws of the
country. 

no retroceder
DO NOT BACK UP Watch BACK

no rogar
DO NOT beg, beg Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be not be begging, not begging,

no romper
DO NOT BREAK message ordering not to destroy, do not break.  Used in alarm devices

no saber
NOT KNOW To Ignore , ignore

no saber cantar
DO NOT KNOW TO SING Having few conditions for singing, being discouraged.  Be little melodious or out of tune.



no salir
DO NOT LEAVE Order that Latinos only understand the second half and that, as a consequence, produces a quantity of
contagion in the pandemics that terrifies, especially the elderly who suffer the consequences, filling the newspaper with
the list of those who can no longer go to the theater.  Going out for everyone is going somewhere, doing some
panorama.  DO NOT LEAVE (in Latin America) is the same.

no ser amoral
NOT BEING AMORAL have morals, good or bad (ethically or immorally, resoectivamente) 

no ser no tener arte ni parte en algo
NOT BEING HAVE NO ART OR PART IN SOMETHING SEE HAVE NO ART OR PART

no ser permisivo
DO NOT BE PERMISSIVE To be strict, be restrictive.

no similar
NOT SIMILAR different , different , not similar

no solicitar
DO NOT REQUEST not to require , not to sue , not to ask ( something ) 

no suma
IT DOES NOT SUM up from a person, who does not bring anything, useless.  Said from a calculation or project : does
not fit , does not fit , gives an inappropriate or incorrect value. 

no sweat
NO SWEAT Verbatim, no sweating.  Colloquially, there is no problem, it is nothing, you do not worry, nothing happens,
tranqui.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be tranqui, nothing happens, is nothing

no tener arte ni parte
DO NOT HAVE ART OR PART not to be part of creation or idea, nor of execution. 

no terminar
DO NOT FINISH 1 .  Do not complete to do something, do not finish 2.  Do not ejaculate, when masturbating or having a
sexual relationship, do not end 3 .  Don't end up having something in existence 4.  Don't die 5.  Do not pass last : Do not
end up falling to the ground, dead 6 .  Don't finish something.  7 : Do not end up with an affective relationship with
another person 8 .  Do not destroy 8.  Don't make something completely done

no tiene
DO NOT HAVE Verb Tener , present indicative mode , third singular person .  Said of a person or one thing : It lacks, it
lacks

no tomar partido
DO NOT TAKE PARTY refusal to TAKE PARTY, be made or lean on one part in disarray of another.



no trans
NO trans non-transgender apostope.  Transgender is a person who has a different gender identity than he was assigned
at birth. 

no utilizar la lógica
DO NOT USE LOGIC Negative expression that criticizes the use of emotions and impulses rather than scientific
reasoning or deductive reasoning.  People with high emotional intelligence always tend to use logic over aggressive
impulses such as anger, frustration, fear and even overflowing joy.

no va aquí
IT DOES NOT GO HERE Expression indicating that it does not correspond, that it is in the wrong place.  2 . 
Unacceptable action : Your conduct does not go here : It is dismissed .

no venir a cuento
DO NOT COME TO TALE Verbilocution which means not to come to the case in question.  Have no relation to what is
spoken or discussed.

no violento
NON-violent non-aggressive, peaceful

no-makeup
NO-MAKEUP anglicism by no makeup

no-violento
Non-VIOLENT peaceful

nobles
NOBLES plural de NOBLE

noche tropical
TROPICAL NIGHT in meteorology : expression that means that the night temperature will not drop beyond 20 degrees
Celsius.

noi
NOI of Catalan Chico, child

noi noia
NOI NOIA of the Catalan CHICO , CHICA

noir
NOIR black, in French.  2 .  South Korean music group, founded in 2018, publishing the twenty's Noir mini-album.  They
are from the genre kpop and dance pip . 



noirlandés
NOI IRISH spelling error by NORI IRISH

noirlanesa
NORIRLANDESA belonging to or relating to Northern Ireland 2 .  Gentile of the inhabitants of Northern Ireland

noku
NOKU anime character from My Hero Academy or not Hero Academy

nombre apelativo
APELATIVE NAME nickname with which someone is called in place of their own name. 

nombre lidia
LIDIA The name Lydia is a word from ancient Greek which means that it is of Lidio origin, from the kingdom of Lydia,
region of Anatolia in Central Asia.  The English variant has popularized Lydia spelling. 

nominalidad
NOMINALITY quality of NOMINALrelative to its name or denomination, but not to its value, representation or content. 

nomofóbica
NOMOPHOBIC , A concerning NOMOFOBIA or irrational fear of being for a moment without the cellular device
available. 

nomofóbico
NOMOPHOBIC who suffers from NOMOFOBIA or irrational fear of staying without a cell phone by hand.  2 .  Related or
belonging to nomophobia. 

nonón
NONÓN German brand of latex accessories and clothing for erotic games

normas básicas
BASIC RULES Fundamental rules, main rules, primary guidelines to follow.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be basic principles, fundamental regulation

normativismo
NORMATIVISM Exaggerated tendency to set standards for any activity or process. 

normatiza
NORMATIZA verbal form, third person singular, of the indicative mode of the verb NORMATIZAR , dictate rules or rules
with respect to any matter. 

normatizar
NORMATIZAR normar , rule regulatory rules



normocardica
NORMOCARDICA spelling error by NORMOCARDIA or NORMOCARDIA

normocoloreada
NORMOCOLOREADA med .  f .  past participle of the verb NORMOCOLOREAR , light pink color , i.e. normal skin color

normogastrio
Monogastric , Mono ( a ) , gastric (digestion ) ; are animals that have a simple stomach, with a medium storage capacity,
as well as that of human beings. Pneumogastric Nerve that forms the tenth cranial pair, also called vagus nerve. It
extends from the spinal bulb to the cavities of the chest and abdomen.

normohidratado
NORMOHYDRATE med .  skin in normal conditions, dry, without prolonged skin fold when pinched (normohydric),
smooth, turgid, elasticity, thickness and normal mobility, with good hygiene and without lesions. 

normotetico
NOMOTTIC , A (and not NORMOTETICO) of the Greek nomothetes nomos, law and thetes it gives, which stabilizes. 
Proposal , proposal .  Concerning the formulation of laws.  In ancient Greece the nomoteta was the legislator. 
Normotetic, if any, would be a synonym for nomotetic.

normotérmico
NORMOTÉRMICO med .  of average temperature, warm.  Used in medicine to indicate a normal temperature

norna
NORNA misspelling by NORMA

norovirus
NOROVIRUS genus of RNA viruses of the family Caliciviridae, ? responsible for a large percentage of cases of
gastroenteritis due to food poisoning.  It is acquired by the intake of particles of feces, sometimes included in vegetables
irrigated with sewage or poorly treated, and by coprophagia or unhygienic eschatological relationships.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be coprophagia implying a high risk of acquiring norovirus, hepatitis and
typhoid fever 

norteamérica
NORTH AMERICA 1 .  North American part, made up of Canada, the United States and Mexico.  2 .  From the point of
view of americans, North America is the United States only.  By exception they are meaning the 3 countries Ambiguity is
resolved by context when they are talking about the subcontinent. 

nos estan basilando
WE ARE BASILANDO of basilon, Cuban dance chá-chá-chá style (also hesy) In Chile are taking us for the chop, they
are cheating on us, they are teasing us.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be looking forward to us,
they're shitting us

nos llama
CALLS US literary figure that is used as a metaphor to indicate that we must act : The Fatherland calls her children to



defend her from the vile invader.

nosotres
WE ARE a plural first-person personal pronoun that includes those who are neither male nor female, such as
transgender, bisexual asexuals.  The RAE rejects this redundancy in the course, because we are integral and sufficient. 
Bosotros . 

notch
NOTCH anglilicism by MUESCA

noticario
NEWS visual presentation of the latest news

noticia falsa
NEWS FALSE Spanish translation of FAKE NEWS expression that qualifies a news spread by the media with intent to
deceive readers or audience, to cause intentional harm and misinformation.  Nor should it be translated because the
Spanish version is formal and does not imply the English sense of forgery.  . 

notificador
NOTIFIER 1 .  The one who notifies.  2 .  Document or written notification .

noucentisme
NOUCENTISME in Spain: avant-garde aesthetic movement of the twentieth century, initially artistic and literary, but then
extended to other areas of culture. 

noucentista
Novecentist NOUCENTISTA concerning novecentism, Spanish aesthetic movement of the early twentieth century,
which covered the artistic and literary field, but which later spread to other cultural media. 

novalo
NOVALO in Mexico : men's footwear factory based in Guanajuato , León and selling footwear online. 

novelización
NOVELIZATION events taken to the form of novel, where the author puts on his side, little or much, mixing fiction with
reality. 

noventera
NOVENTERA of the 1990s

noventero
NOVENTERO who is between 90 and 100 years old or old

noviolencia



NOVIOLENCIA ideology that raises that differences must be resolved by the peaceful way

noviolenta
PACifist, peacemaker, no violence

noviolento
NONviolent, peaceful NOVIOLENTO

nr
NR abbreviation used to quantify the alternative or response option in surveys .  It means "unresponsive" Many times
NS responses are unified (does not know ) with NR and abbreviated NS/NR .

ns/nr
Ns/nr alternative answer to a question or query .  It is the abbreviation for "Doesn't Know/Unresponsive," answers that
are usually counted aggregated because both do not provide statistical information

nubes noctilucientes
NOCTILUCENT NUBES, plural of NOCTILUCENT NUBE, cloud is an accumulation of NOCTILUCENT water vapour,
which looks at night, i.e. a night cloud that reflects light and shines or stands out in the middle of darkness, probably by
the reflection of lunar light.

nucifera
NUCIFERA coconuts nucifera , coconut tree , palm tree whose fruit is the coconut .  It belongs to the araceas, and is a
unique species.  Emblematic tree of the state of Zulia , Venezuela

nudito
NUDO's diminutive NUDITO

nudo dramático
DRAMATIC KNOT in a literary or theatrical work, point of greatest tension or climax where the conflict between the
protagonists erupts

nudo falso
FALSE KNOT It is that knot that the slightest pull of one end is undone.

nueva izquierda
NEW LEFT wolves with another suit, people marching a lot, talk a lot, but work, little or nothing.  They like to live on
other people's work.  A term applicable to any left-wing party that is vaaglorie to modernize, and particularly to
communist parties. 

nueva sabiduría
NEW SABIDURY in March 2020 is supposed to have discovered a comet that has brought new energies to all lys living
beings as it has had a maximum approach to the globe that has allowed it.  He has been christened neowise, new
wisdom in Spanish. 



nuevas tecnologías
NEW TECHNOLOGIES new models, designs, systems, appliances, equipment, methodologies that mean advances
with respect to what was so far. 

nuevo rico
NEW RICH person who has no culture of being wealthy and makes ostentation or abnormal use of money. 

nuez de la india
INDIAN NUT aleurites moluccanus south Asian tree from which an oil is extracted that is used as varnish.  Falsely it was
attributed medicinal qualities and the property of making weight loss, causing damage to the?health to women who
ingest it

nuggets
NUGGETS plural nugGET small portion of meat and other elements from chicken, which are chopped are made a
dough, are frightened and fried or baked. 

nulocracia
NULOCRACIA lack of government, misrule.  Government of the inefficient and incapable.

numeralia
NUMERALIA 1 .   Collection or set of specific statistical data .  2 .  Relationship and your study of numbers and things or
concepts.  3 .  Series of videos developed by FLACSO Argentina for children with analogies for numbers 1 to 12.  4 . 
Cabalistic study of the bible by seeking and assigning mystical meanings to combinations of numbers.

numerito
NUMERITO snaps, fucked up, desatinous

numerosos
NUMEROUS plural of NUMEROUS large, in large quantities

nuna
NUNA of quechua soul, consciousness, spirit, soul

nurro
NURRO typing error by BURRO, very feasible because both letters are contiguous on the qwerty keyboard. 

nutrirrestaurativa
NUTRIRRESTAURATIVA recovery (of the lozanía, of the figure) by means of the appropriate diet

nutrirrestaurativo
NUTRIRRESTAURATIVO that recovers health and physical well-being through good nutrition

nuves negras



BLACK NUVES .  Grammatical error .  The correct expression is BLACK NUBES, plural of BLACK NUBE

núcleo duro
HARD CORE 1 .  A set of adherents of a political party who will always vote according to the order of the party.  2 . 
Majority set of shareholders of a company and generally of stable stay in it. 

número azul
BLUE NUMBER value expressing utility, gains .  Use in plural .  RED NUMBERS , which has losses. 

número azul
BLUE NUMBER value expressing utility, gains .  Use in plural .  RED NUMBERS , which has losses. 

número determinado
DETERMINED NUMBER Is any number that is not INDETERMINATE , i.e. determined is any figure that is not divided
by 0 .  A number wants, as it is divided by a smaller vslor, increases its result , ; when the divider tends to O this value
tends to infinity. and when it's 0 the result becomes undetermined.  If, on the other hand, the numerator is zero, the
result is determined, and is equal to 0 .

número dos
NUMBER TWO The perfect couple, the ideal couple.  Person who seeks balance.  Person who knows how to listen and
is empathetic. 

números
NUMBERS pl .  number

nü metal
No METAL typographical error by NO METAL 16 elements of the periodic table that have the caeacteristic of being very
bad conductors of the electric current and being very weak so they can neither be laminated nor made wire .  They are :
monovalent Fluor, chlorine, bromine, iodine, cyanogen; bivalents : oxygen, selenium, teluro, sulfur; trivalents : nitrogen,
phosphorus, arsenium, antimony and boron; quadrigvalents: carbon, silicon and germanium. 

nva
NVA abbreviation of NEW, used in street names. 

nvs
NVS Graphics card model manufactured by NVIDIA 2 .  in Chile : a security services company called Empresas
Seguridad Chile 3.  In India: Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, an autonomous educational entity of the Ministry of Education
of the Government of India. 

ñaguara
NAGUARA ( and not AGUARA ) Ver naguara .  In Venezuela : A parrot-like bird comes from NAGUA that was only seen
in the city of Barquisimeto, Venezuela, but which was extinct.  Naguara that gave as something incredible in the state of
Lara, but is also heard in Maracay and Valencia.



ñame baboso
BLAND BSON dioscorea trifidaes a tuber highly appreciated for its context and greater softness than the rest of the
yams, such as diamond and palette It has 8 grams of fiber per 100 grs.  which slows its digestion and reduces the
glycemic index. 

ñame blanco
WHITE AIAME Herbaceous plant frequently grown in tropical countries.  Yams are starched tubers of African origin,
which botanically belong to the genus Dioscorea.  The white yam is the Dioscorea rotundata, while the yellow yam is the
cayenensis dioscorea.  The word yam comes from the African word "nyami", meaning "to eat".  Although yam is now
consumed almost all over the world, the origin of its cultivation has been found in Africa and Asia since prehistoric times.
 Today it is a staple in South America, Africa, the Antilles and the Pacific Islands.

ñangapiry
Angapiry Eugenia Uniflora .  See Angapiri or Cayenne Cherry

ñangoso
Low-stature ANGLE, dwarf 2.  In Mexico it is very weak,, yus

ñeñegate
This is the case of Colombian businessman Añe Hernandez, drug mobster, who sponsored President Ivan Duque's
presidential campaign

ñeñepolítica
IN Colombia, national scandal over the relations of President Duque with the late narco farmer Añe Hernandez


